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Astro-Vision Wealth Horoscope                                            [LS-AT 1.0.0.4]

Name : Nandamuri Taraka Rama Rao
Sex : Male
Date of Birth : 20 May, 1983  Friday
Time of Birth (Hr.Min.Sec) : 00:00:00 PM Standard Time
Time Zone (Hrs.Mins) : 05:30 East of Greenwich
Place of Birth : Hyderabad
Longitude & Latitude (Deg.Mins) : 78.29 East , 17.22 North
Ayanamsa : Chitra Paksha = 23 Deg. 37 Min. 11 Sec.
Birth Star - Star Pada (Quarter) : Purvaphalguni -  1 
Birth Rasi - Rasi Lord : Simha - Surya
Lagna (Ascendant) - Lagna Lord : Simha - Surya
Thidhi (Lunar Day) : Navami, Suklapaksha
                                                            
Sunrise (Hrs.Mins) : 05:43 AM Standard Time
Sunset (Hrs.Mins) : 06:42 PM      ''    '' 
Dinamana (Hrs. Mins) : 12.59
Dinamana (Nazhika.Vinazhika) : 32.28
Local Mean Time (LMT) : Standard Time - 16 Min.
Astrological Day of Birth : Friday
Kalidina Sankhya : 1857009
Dasa System : Vimshottari, Years = 365.25 Days
                                                            
Star Lord : Shukra
Ganam, Yoni, Animal : Manushya, Female, Rat
Bird, Tree : Chembothu, Butea Frondos
Chandra Avastha : 1 / 12
Chandra Vela : 2 / 36
Chandra Kriya : 3 / 60
Dagda Rasi : Simha,Vrischika
Karanam : Balava
Nithya Yoga : Vyaghata
Rasi of Sun - Star Position : Vrishabha - Krittika
Position of Angadityan : Stomach
Zodiac sign (Western System) : Taurus
                                                            

Nirayana Longitude of Planets

The Indian system of astrology is based on the nirayana longitude planets, which is obtained by subtracting the 
ayanamsa value from the sayana longitudes, calculated as per western system.

There are different basis for calculating ayanamsa. The method selected here is :
Chitra Paksha =  23Deg.37 Min.11 Sec.
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Planet Longitude Rasi Long. in Rasi Star Pada
Deg:Min:Sec Deg:Min:Sec   

Lagnam 121:36:58 Simha 1:36:58 Makha  1
Chandra 133:56:38 Simha 13:56:38  Purvaphalguni  1 
Surya 35:4:23 Vrishabha 5:4:23  Krittika  3 
Budha 23:47:37 Mesha 23:47:37Retro  Bharani  4 
Shukra 78:23:27 Mithuna 18:23:27  Ardra  4 
Kuja 38:45:40 Vrishabha 8:45:40  Krittika  4 
Guru 223:24:26 Vrischika 13:24:26Retro  Anuradha  4 
Sani 185:28:45 Tula 5:28:45Retro  Chitra  4 
Rahu 62:51:40 Mithuna 2:51:40  Mrigasira  3 
Ketu 242:51:40 Dhanu 2:51:40  Moola  1 
Maandi 71:34:25 Mithuna 11:34:25  Ardra  2 
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Dasa balance at birth = Shukra 19 Years, 1 Months, 0 Days

This report describes the influence of planets on your character and life. You may find repetitions or contradictions 
in the report which only show the interactive nature of various planets on your life.

Wealth, land and properties

Land and properties, wealth, family, speech, food and skills are some of the important topics highlighted by the 
second house in a horoscope.

As the 2nd lord is in the 9th, you will become prosperous, industrious and competent during the latter part of your 
career. But there may be considerable physical suffering during the early part of your life. This leads you to secretly 
resent the loss of childhood innocence and pleasures. In later years, only through establishing unquestioned 
command over others, can you retain the necessary image of superiority and self-respect. You may finally recognize 
the value of religion and tradition. You will be accepted by your society. You will probably have some kind of 
inheritance. You will achieve your position through a combination of factors.

Since the second lord is aspected by the seventh lord, there are chances of your gaining wealth supported by your life 
partner.

Property, Education etc.

The fourth house of your horoscope refers to property, education, mother, vehicles, and general happiness.

In your horoscope, the lord of 4th house is occupying the 10th. Even as a boy, you will be interested in chemicals and 
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related matters. You will succeed in what you set out to do. As an adult, your personality will be felt by all around 
you. You will be successful if you enter politics. However, you have to safeguard your reputation if you do decide to 
enter the political arena.

As Mars is the lord of the 4th house, you will have a martial spirit and take this mentality into any activity with 
which you become involved. However, you will also possess a lot of practical wisdom. Your warrior like sense of 
commitment will be highly appreciated. Your orientation is practical rather than theoretical.

Since Jupiter is seen occupying the fourth, you will be educated and philosophical. You will enjoy the patronage and 
concern of those in power. You are respected, fortunate and spiritually-inclined.

It is seen that the fourth house is hemmed in between malefic planets. Therefore the good effects given by other 
planetary combinations or positions will not be fully experienced. Delays and difficulties in owning a house, in 
education, etc., are to be expected.

Apart from the above, you should be happy to note that there is a beneficial influence of Jupiter on the fourth lord 
and this reduces any bad effects predicted otherwise.

Fortune, Prosperity, Inheritance etc.

In your horoscope, the lord of the 9th house is in the 10th. So you stand every chance of becoming a famous and 
powerful man. This will be evident even from your youth. You will ultimately become successful in your career and 
occupy positions of authority. You will be a law-abiding citizen and will choose the most honorable course of action 
at all times.

Since Mercury is occupying your ninth, you will be lucky in education.

It is significant that there is a beneficial influence of Jupiter on the 9th lord, and this reduces any other bad effects.

Income

The eleventh house mainly gives indications regarding income and sources of income.

As the 11th lord is in the 9th, you will be lucky in your under- takings and may inherit a paternal fortune. You will be 
successful. You will have many houses, vehicles, and other luxuries. You will lean toward spirituality and you may 
disseminate religious teachings or literature. You will be involved in helping to set up charitable institutions. You 
will be honored by those in authority, because of your competence and trustworthiness.

Since Venus occupies your 11th house, you may have friends who are well placed in life. You are a romantic, and 
you will have happiness because of your children.

Since Rahu occupies your 11th house, you will be rich, healthy and cheerful. You may experience problems of the 
ear. You are good natured. Your father's health may be a cause for concern.

Eleventh lord is in a Trikona position. Therefore, you will be able to enjoy wealth.
Gem Recommendation

Gems are wonderful creations of nature. Crystals have many special properties and find applications in scientific
areas including electronics. Crystal oscillators, diodes, piezo-electric crystals etc. are examples. Gem stones are
found in natural form in many shapes and colours. They differ in physical and chemical properties from one another.
The stones are cut and polished to give the required beauty and shine.

From ancient times scholars have associated gems with planets, based on the colour and the effect that is produced
by wearing the same. Not only the Indians but Chinese and Egyptians believed in the mystical and therapeutic
qualities of gem stones.

The science of gems and astrology is now brought closer to the common man as a result of the research work done by
Astro-Vision.
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Shadbala Table

Moo Sun Mer Ven Mar Jup Sat

Total Shadbala
 391.26  696.12  388.33  494.27  345.80  456.37  319.38

Total Shadbala in Rupas
 6.52  11.60  6.47  8.24  5.76  7.61  5.32

Minimum Requirement
 6.00  5.00  7.00  5.50  5.00  6.50  5.00

Shadbala Ratio
 1.09  2.32  0.92  1.50  1.15  1.17  1.06

Relative Rank
 5  1  7  2  4  3  6

Analysis

The strength of planets in the horoscope is judged by the shadbala.

One planet is weak with shadbala ratio less than 1.

The weakest planet is Budha

Benefic Lordships : 

Lagna lord is Surya
Lagna lord is afflicted
Rasi lord is Surya
Rasi lord is afflicted
Fifth lord is Guru
Ninth lord is Kuja

Malefic Lordships : 

Sixth lord is Sani
Eighth lord is Guru

Gem selection is made after a careful analysis of the lorships of houses and strength of planets. 'Anukul-graha'
(favourable planet) selection system is applied to find the most beneficial gem for the horoscope.
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Gem Prescription
1.Planet : Kuja
Gem : Red Coral
Weight in carats : 7

Set the stone in a gold ring
Wear on right hand ring finger
Start wearing from a Tuesday, 15 minutes after sunrise

Coral is the skeleton of coral polyps, available in coral reefs. It occurs in many colours; but the gem variety is vivid
red. Occurs in Pacific and Indian oceans. Red coral is governed by planet Mars. It filters off the malefic rays of Mars
and permits only the rays which are beneficial to you. It is a hot gem.

Precautions

Having got the right recommendation of Gem it will be proven useful only if you strictly follow the precautions
mentioned here.

Quality of Gem and its fixing

Purchase good quality Gems from dependable sources only. It is important to set the gems in the right metal
prescribed. Do not go by the cost or appearance. Gems should be set by an expert in such a way that the rays of the
Sun can pass through the gem and reach your body. (The bottom of the gem should not be covered by metal). The
gems should not be exposed to heat or scratched by sharp objects. It is better to remove the gems while bathing.

Personal preparation to begin

The day you start wearing the Gem for the first time should be given due significance. Your mental preparation and
cleanliness is of great importance. For this purpose you are free to follow the rituals according to your faith and
practice.

Select a suitable date keeping in view the DAY suggested for each Gem and your personal convenience. Make a note
of the time of SUNRISE at the place where you stay. This information is usually available in the calender. Get up
early in the morning. Complete your morning routines and bath. Wear clean clothes. Pray (or meditate) for few
minutes to purify your mind. Plan your activities in such a way that you will be able to wear the gem exactly at the
recommended TIME (Gems are better worn for the first time in the presence of elders or persons you respect.)

Warning / Caution

Please note that the gems now recommended for you do not remain the most suitable for you through out your life. It
may have to be reviewed depending on the changes in your personal life and dasa periods. More over the importance
and priorities you attach to the problems may also shift from time to time. Therefore it would be advisable for you to
recheck your gem prescription when required.
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It is believed that the astrological remedial power of a gemstone will diminish when a person wears it for a long
period. Approximate periods for the gems are as follows. Pearl- 2 years, Ruby - 4 years, Emerald - 3 years, Diamond-
7 years, Red coral- 3 years, Yellow Sapphire - 4 years, Blue Sapphire - 5 years, Hessonite - 3 years and Cat's Eye - 5
years. It is suggested that a new ring is made with a new stone after this period for best results.

Please note that your next dasa change is on 19-06-2025

With best wishes : Astro-Vision Futuretech Pvt.Ltd.
First Floor, White Tower, Kuthappadi Road, Thammanam P.O - 682032

[LS-AT 1.0.0.4]

Note:

This report is based on the data provided by you and the best possible research support we have received so far. We
do not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or the effect of any decision that may be taken on the basis of this
report.


